Help Wanted—Psychologist Needed!

What Is Psychology?

In this assignment, you are an employer who needs to hire a psychologist, so you place help wanted ad.

Use a blank sheet of paper. Part I will go on one side, part two on the other side.

Part I: Help Wanted Ad, Written

1. Choose one of the different psychologists we looked at and write a help wanted ad to hire one (like the kind you’d see in a newspaper, magazine or online).
2. Your ad should describe the kinds of skills and abilities the job requires.
3. Make sure to say why you need a psychologist.
4. Mention any special training that the job requires.
5. Be creative!
6. Must be at least 5 sentences long!

Part II: Help Wanted Flyer/Poster

1. Choose one of the different psychologists we looked at and create a poster or flyer to hire one. Choose a different kind of psychologist than the one in your written ad.
2. Like the written ad, this should also say why a psychologist is needed; describe the necessary skills, abilities, and special training needed.
3. Make it eye-catching, colorful and creative!

This assignment is worth 20 points.